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• Federated Learning (FL)'s reliance on fully labeled data limits its effectiveness and raises 
privacy concerns, as it often requires transferring data to central servers for labeling.
• In autonomous driving, a novel approach is required to bridge the knowledge gap between 

labeled and unlabeled data without the need for direct data exchange.

Motivation
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Federated object detection framework struggles with the complexity of YOLO-like
annotations, where object detection requires detailed information like object ID, bounding
box coordinates, and confidence scores, beyond simple image category labels.

Different Annotations from General Image Classification



Federated object detection faces big challenges due to unique dataset heterogeneity from (1)
weather-induced feature skew, (2) class distribution imbalance, and (3) label density
variability, each impacting model performance and training efficiency in different ways.

Challenges: Data Heterogeneity
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Semi-Supervised Federated Object Detection (SSFOD)
We present a novel SSFOD framework, designed for scenarios where labeled data reside
only at the server while clients possess unlabeled data.
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FedSTO is a two-stage method. It begins with a warmup stage (i.e., training only with
labeled dataset on server) focused on (1) robust pretraining using labeled server data,
followed by (2) a full parameter training phase that further enhances the model's capabilities,
thereby improving the performance close to the centralized supervised one.

Method: FedSTO

Training only with labeled dataset on server



Selective Training (ST) involves three steps: (1) initial training (i.e., warm-up) with a labeled
dataset, (2) client-side training on unlabeled data while only updating the backbone, and (3)
server-side aggregation of backbone parameters to synthesize information from diverse
datasets, with this cycle repeating until performance convergence.

Method: FedSTO – Stage1



Our approach features a local pseudo labeler which is an Exponential Moving Average
(EMA) model, specifically designed to adapt and respond effectively to dynamic local data
conditions.

Method: FedSTO – Stage1



In next stage, FedSTO improves model robustness across domains by incorporating
orthogonality regularization. This approach, focusing on non-backbone parts like the neck
and head, balances training, reduces biases related to weather and object categories, and
consequently enhances overall performance.

Method: FedSTO – Stage2



Experiments

FedSTO outperforms partially supervised and SSFL baselines in object detection by
achieving 0.082 and 0.035 higher mAP@0.5 respectively, and nearly matches the
performance of fully supervised models with just a 0.012 gap, using only 25% labeled data
on BDD100K dataset.



FedSTO showcases superior performance over other techniques in both IID and Non-IID
weather conditions on the BDD100K dataset, even demonstrating competitive centralized
results against fully supervised approaches and SSL methods like EMA Teacher.

Experiments



Compared to other methods, FedSTO consistently demonstrates improved generalization 
across most object categories, both for labeled and unlabeled data.

Experiments



Ablation Studies – Sampling Ratio

With 100 clients, FedSTO still performs well on the BDD100k dataset even at a lower
sampling ratio of 0.1, effectively handling Non-IID scenarios and demonstrating the
efficiency of FL.



FedSTO achieves a 20.52% reduction in network bandwidth to 2,166.23 GB compared to
traditional FL methods, by reducing the Yolov5L model size from 181.7MB to 107.13MB
over 350 training rounds with 100 clients.

Network Bandwidth



• Two-Stage Training Strategy: FedSTO introduces a novel approach in Semi-
Supervised Federated Object Detection, focusing on heterogeneous, unlabeled 
data using a two-stage training method.
• Enhanced Feature Learning: It leverages selective training, orthogonality 

regularization, and personalized pseudo labeling to enhance object detection 
performance across diverse conditions and data distributions.
• High Performance in Non-IID Settings: FedSTO achieves results comparable to 

fully supervised models, even with non-IID clients lacking labels, demonstrating 
significant progress in efficient, privacy-preserving learning in federated learning 
environments.

Conclusion
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